Focus Team: Natural & Built Sustainability
Date and Location: Tuesday, February 15, 2022 – Community Center
Estimated Attendance: 20
Guiding Questions:
•
•

What are the most critical sustainability elements that should guide the planning of Brown Ranch?
What unique opportunities exist at Brown Ranch that could help this project be a national model
for sustainability?
Which sustainability measures have a cost impact, either negative or positive?
What role does Sustainability play in:
o Health Equity?
o Demand?
o Project Economics?
o Infrastructure?

•
•

Key Technical Information Shared:
The Brown Ranch technical consultants shared sustainability strategies that could be implemented at
Brown Ranch. Strategies focus on overarching goals of Equity and Climate Action. Equity = Create
optimal opportunity for all groups, especially for those who have experienced socioeconomic
disadvantage or historical injustices. Climate Action = Address the climate emergency by prioritizing
effective actions to exponentially decelerate the production of greenhouse gases contributing to climate
change, while preparing for the lasting effects of a warming environment.
Strategies were framed using the following sub-topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ecosystem: Create and steward biodiverse, interconnected habitats within and beyond project
boundaries.
Energy: Design spaces that are healthy, comfortable and affordable for the lifetime of the
building while using extremely little energy.
Materials: Build with foresight, avoiding known harmful substances, encouraging transparency,
and using life cycle assessment.
Resilience: Plan and design for emergencies and for vulnerabilities associated with the long-term
effects of climate change
Water: Conserve and protect all water resources by optimizing building, infrastructure, and site
systems.
Wellness: Plan and design the built environment for the physical, mental, and social well-being
of all.

For specific strategies, see the attached slides.
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Public Input:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use greywater system, especially for landscaping (new comment)
Keep Routt Wild: Brown Ranch provides habitat for sharp-tail grouse, mule deer resident
population (nursery) + migratory population. Raptors. Sandhill cranes.
Density should be a guiding philosophy: density comes with more open space.
Concerns about construction period, which could be very disruptive. Key tradeoff re: spring,
when construction begins and babies are mating.
Colorado Conservation Crane Coalition: Brown Ranch is next to most famous crane nest in CO.
Protect area contiguous to nest. During nesting season, cranes forage in western and northern
part of BR. Cranes are culturally important in Steamboat.
Prioritize protecting other bird habitat.
What’s missing: wildlife crossings and corridors. Think creatively to allow for wildlife movement.
We kill more animals with cars than we do with hunting.
Vitally important to consider natural world FIRST.
Industrial solar farm in Craig would be more efficient than on-site. X2
Without knowing what kind of $$ is available, it’s hard to decide what kind of housing to build at
BR.
Ground source heat pumps! X3
o Consider communal ground source heat pump rather than individual systems in each
home.
o Geothermal, or 'climate pump' heat exchange works great for greenhouses. A
community greenhouse and garden would be excellent.
o Geothermal heat pumps can also be used for cooling! Might be a strategy to build
resilience.
Who is going to be the energy provider? If BR splits from YVEA, who operates it and who pays
for it?
o Commenters suggested staying with YVEA and negotiate better price for solar.
It may not be worth upfront cost of infrastructure, given the changing technology, to produce
energy onsite (self-generation).
If we’re going to rely on PV or passive solar design, houses will have to be near the quality of
Passive House Design standard.
Consider burning trash to create energy?
Question about water supply?
Are we considering large-scale water harvesting? Or just for individual households? How do you
efficiently capture, store, and manage?
Use drought tolerant plants.
Plant species for green infrastructure. Like: Cattails, willows and cottonwoods to start...lots of
wildflowers for pollinators
Shade on-site will be a premium. Trade-off between shade trees and water conservation.
Design to minimize heat island effect.
Balance between opens space for recreation and habitat conservation.
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Consider a blind to observe cranes and grouse on property? There are ways to have people
involved in nature without encroaching.
Consider requiring all cats to be indoors (to minimize bird predation).
of the homes that will be built at brown Ranch? If we want to maintain affordability in
perpetuity, need to reconsider materials for durability.
Modular is a great option. If we’re considering it, the development pattern will have to change
so we can customize homes for the site. Work with modular home builders who are willing to
work with us to create a product that is uniquely innovative.
Modular home builder in Craig?
Build a resilience hub
Consider jobs and support for remote workforce: shared workspace?
Need good broadband!

PRIORITIES (as determined by meeting attendees)
Ecosystem
•

Meaningful open space, riparian corridors, wildlife movement and habitat

Energy
•

Smallest energy footprint with no carbon emissions

•

Long term affordability - energy security

•

Lowest life cycle cost effective energy footprint

Materials
•

Durable & sustainable; healthy & affordable for the lifetime of the building

•

Zero Waste

Resilience
•
•
•
•

Wildfire resilient design & development
Minimize heat islands, prevent food desert
Access to community resources & essential services
Affordability – provide housing to the community for generations to come

Water
•
•
•

Low flow, minimal water use development
Adaptive reuse of water
Quality of the Water for the ecosystem and supplied for the people.

Wellness
•

Low impact transportation infrastructure, prioritizing walkability and natural corridors.
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•

Connection to the environment and outdoor activities.

Cross-cutting themes:
•
•
•

Concentrated Density w/ shared resources
Community-scale systems that can prepare for future climate conditions
Management & stewardship, partnerships

Next Steps and Action Items:
•
•

Refine priorities
Check out Cohousing.org

YVHA FOLLOW-UP FOR WEEKLY REPORT
Resources needed from/for technical consultants for next meeting
•
•
•

Information on crane habitat (data layer).
YVEA is studying an all-electric home with cold climate heat pump to study effectiveness. – can
we access this study?
Are there ways to minimize disturbance to wildlife during construction of Brown Ranch?
Precedent example of best practice?

Necessary Cross-Collaboration w/other Focus Teams:
•

•

From Sustainability to Urban Design:
o for lowest amount of water use possible: low flow, drought tolerance, xeriscaping, etc.
o Each week, we’re hearing overall support for high density development that leaves
plenty of room for meaningful open space.
From Sustainability to Infrastructure: Lots of interest in ground source heat pumps!
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Sustainability Work Plan —

Meeting #1: Listening Session
Feb 1st

Focus Group
Task through March 31:

Meeting #2: Existing Conditions & Baseline Docs
Discussed environmental context, Routt Climate Action Plan
Feb 8th

Provide comments and feedback each week,
based upon the topic discussed, enabling the
Technical Consultants to create a summary
Infrastructure Framework. Review & comment on
the final framework, metrics, & recommendations.

Meeting #3: Highest-level Sustainability Priorities
Sustainability categories, specific strategies, tradeoffs &
priorities
Feb 15th

Technical Consultant & Focus Team Leaders
Work Product by March 31:
Sustainability Vision statement, with priorities for
the community development process and specific
recommended strategies for ecosystem, energy,
water, resilience, wellness, materials, and equity.
Performance goals & metrics to evaluate success.
Recommended rating system type if applicable.

Meeting #4: Sustainability mandates for other Focus Teams
Review in detail questions & categories for other focus teams,
and associate specific sustainability aspirations for each
March 1st
Meeting #5: Rating system prioritization based on Sustainability
Priorities
Discuss available rating systems and best fit for Brown Ranch
March 15th

Meeting #6: Draft Sustainability Framework
Summary, Recommended Framework & Suggested Metrics
March 29th
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Example Sustainability Strategies—
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ECOSYSTEM

Sustainability
Subtopics
WELLNESS

ENERGY

CLIMATE
&
EQUITY

WATER

MATERIALS

RESILIENCE
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ECOSYSTEM

Create and steward biodiverse, interconnected
habitats within and beyond project boundaries.

ENERGY

Design spaces that are healthy, comfortable and
affordable for the lifetime of the building while using
extremely little energy.

MATERIALS

Build with foresight, avoiding known harmful
substances, encouraging transparency, and using
life cycle assessment.

RESILIENCE

Plan and design for emergencies and for
vulnerabilities associated with the long-term
effects of climate change.

WATER

Conserve and protect all water resources by
optimizing building, infrastructure, and site systems.

WELLNESS

Plan and design the built environment for the
physical, mental, and social well-being of all.
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EQUITY

CLIMATE

Create optimal opportunity for all
groups, especially for those who
have experienced socioeconomic
disadvantage or historical injustices.

Address the climate emergency by
prioritizing effective actions to
exponentially decelerate the
production of greenhouse gases
contributing to climate change,
while preparing for the lasting effects
of a warming environment.
©Mithu
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ECOSYSTEM
Create and steward biodiverse, interconnected habitats
within and beyond project boundaries.

©Mithun

Ecosystem Strategies
●

Restore and protect the most important habitats
○ Include Slate Creek riparian corridor, wetlands at
bottom end of Creek, “natural habitat” in north
segment of property with value for grouse; juniper
woodlands on steep slopes.
○ Consider vegetative buffers between “habitat” areas
and developed areas

●

Promote compact development to maximize open space.

●

Retain “natural habitat” in open space

●

Manage runoff to aid in restoration of riparian areas, use
constructed or natural wetlands to aid water quality entering
Yampa River.

●

Minimize impervious surfaces (e.g. permeable pavers to
recharge groundwater).

●

Design dark sky and bird friendly environments; avoid light
pollution
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ENERGY
Design spaces that are healthy, comfortable and
affordable for the lifetime of the building while using
extremely little energy.
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Energy Strategies
●

●

●

High efficiency buildings
○

Consider green building rating system for homes
and commercial buildings

○

Passive Solar Design

○

Supports long-term affordability of buildings

○

Support energy use tracking for buildings

Net Zero Energy
○

Consider a solar array or other zero carbon on-site
electricity generation.

○

Consider non-fossil fuels options for heating
buildings

Transportation
○

Support transition to EV for both public
transportation, fleets, and cars

○

Prioritize pedestrian and bike connectivity over car
connectivity within the development. Support
walkability to transit and open space within all
major residential areas.
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WATER
Conserve and protect all water resources by
optimizing building, infrastructure, and site systems.
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Water Strategies
●

Design homes and landscapes that minimize water use
○
○

Low-flow
Drought-tolerant plants

●

Design using green infrastructure to support
groundwater infiltration and reduce run-off

●

Consider water harvesting and grey water recycling
throughout the development
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RESILIENCE
Proactively plan and design for the impacts of natural disasters as well as
address the long-term vulnerabilities associated with climate change.
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Resilience Strategies
●

Design resilience hubs to provide safe community bases
during extreme weather events and outages.

●

Examine redundancy potential for infrastructure through
studying solutions like self-contained microgrids

●

Design and build community to minimize heat island
impacts

●

Year round access to fresh fruits and vegetables through
use of community gardens and/or greenhouses

●

Design and practice a community emergency
preparedness plan, with local access to water, food,
communications and emergency supplies
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WELLNESS
Plan and design the built environment for the
physical, mental, and social well-being of all.
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Wellness Strategies
●

Prioritize pedestrian and bike connectivity over car connectivity
within the development. Support walkability to transit and open
space within all major residential areas.

●

Focus on indoor air quality in material choice, building design,
system design, and construction.

●

Provide easy access to basic services like healthy food and
child care.

●

Design for inclusion, creating public spaces that welcome a
wide range of ages, abilities, and backgrounds.

●

Year round access to fresh fruits and vegetables through use of
community gardens and/or greenhouses

●

Include community gathering spaces in the design to foster
community building
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MATERIALS
Build with foresight, avoiding known harmful substances, encouraging
transparency, and using life cycle assessment. Incorporate materials management
into community infrastructure.
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Materials Strategies
●

Focus on safe and healthy materials

●

Where possible support local businesses in sourcing and
construction

●

Design and build a zero waste community
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EQUITY
Create optimal opportunity for all groups, especially for those who have
experienced socioeconomic disadvantage or historical injustices .
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Equity Strategies
●

All housing developed at Brown Ranch are healthy,

comfortable and affordable for the lifetime of the
building.
●

Development at Brown Ranch supports housing mobility to
foster a sense of community

●

Living in Brown Ranch does not place a disproportionate
transportation burden on residents.

●

All residents have universal access to open space, transit, and
services

●

Acknowledge the Ute tribal connection to this land and
consider ways to support that connection
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▪

MEANINGFUL open space, riparian corridors + wildlife
movement + habitat

▪

LIST TOP PROJECT STRATEGIES

Cross-cutting
themes:

▪

Smallest energy footprint with no carbon emissions

▪

Long term affordability - energy security

Concentrated
Density w/ shared
resources

▪

Lowest life cycle cost effective energy footprint (?)

▪

Durable & sustainable; healthy & affordable for the
lifetime of the building

Communityscale systems that
can prepare for
future climate
conditions

▪

Zero Waste

▪
▪

Wildfire resilient design & development
Minimize heat islands, prevent food desert
Access to community resources & essential services
Affordability – provide housing to the community for
generations to come

ECOSYSTEM
ENERGY
MATERIALS
RESILIENCE
WATER
WELLNESS

Management &
stewardship,
partnerships

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

Low flow, minimal water use development
Adaptive reuse of water
Quality of the Water for the ecosystem and supplied for
the people.

▪

Low impact transportation infrastructure, prioritizing
walkability and natural corridors

▪

Connection to the environment and outdoor activities
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